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#IRL🦄is a solo exhibition by East London based artist Amy Jackson. Over 15 years after 
Jackson’s Cleaning Squares, (a conceptual art piece about mental illness) was launched, the 
artist is unveiling a new happening and series of works reflecting the strange times we find 
ourselves in. 

Cleaning Squares commented upon the paradoxical human effort to implement rituals, 
routines and rules and the way in which these systems consume and engulf us whilst their 
absence leads to anxiety. Disaster can and will often strike. 

The Project like much of Jackson’s early work, explored mental health. In the depths of every 
human psyche lurks immutable fears. These uncertainties manifest themselves in variations 
of erratic and irrational behaviour. Often, in an attempt to control these fears control is 
subsequently lost. 

In 2005 Jackson began Cleaning Squares. Daily, she would roll die to determine a location. 
She cleaned and labelled perfect squares with the time and date of the job. The piece was 
an ongoing performance piece, documented in a series of books and photographs.  

In 2020, over 15 years since Jackson cleaned and labelled her first square on top of a 
portaloo in Leeds, the work has become bizarrely prophetic as the world stands together 
shaken by the global pandemic. Cleaning Squares will be exhibited alongside new pieces 
responding to BCV, DCV and ACV (before, during and after coronavirus times) entitled 
#iamnotarobot and Portraits in Various Resolutions.  

The new work responds to the age we are all living through, full of anger, disappointment 
and fear for the future. Where the square, once a symbol of purity, control and hope has 
become one of a prison where we find ourselves trapped. Literally and virtually.  

 
  

 



Cleaning Squares 
 
Happenings, books, photographic documentation 
2005 - Present 
 
 
Obsession - unstoppable, unbendable, unbreakable.  
  
In the depths of every human psyche lurks a constant fear. These fears manifest themselves 
in variations of erratic and irrational behaviour. Often to control these fears, control is 
subsequently lost.  
 

 
Cleaning Squares, Happening, 2005 
 
“Over 15 years since Jackson cleaned and labelled her first square on top of a portaloo in 
Leeds, the work has become bizarrely prophetic as the world stands together shaken by the 
global pandemic – newly alive to the surfaces we touch, the world in which we live, and what 
constitutes as ‘clean’”. 
 
Between 2005 and 2008 over 1,000 different squares were cleaned all over the world. Daily, 
dice were rolled to determine time and location. Within these parametres perfect squares, 
the length of the artist's feet, were cleaned and labelled with the time and date of the job.  

 



 
Cleaning Squares comments upon the paradoxical human effort to implement rituals, routines 
and rules, the way in which these systems consume and engulf us, whilst their absence leads to 
anxiety. Disaster can and will often strike. 
 
It is The Strive for an impossible perfection.  
 
The Project, like much of Jackson’s early work, explored mental health. In the depths of every 
human psyche lurks immutable fears. These uncertainties manifest themselves in variations of 
erratic and irrational behaviour. Often, in an attempt to control these fears control is 
subsequently lost. 
 
In 2020, the work has become bizarrely prophetic as the world stands together, shattered and 
confused about the next steps amidst this global pandemic. Jackson now asks us to 
reconsider this piece in the world we now find ourselves in.  
 
How do we cope with our lack of control? How do we address the psychological with the 
physiological? What footprint are we having on the planet and how can a gradual, yet 
repetitive and somewhat obsessive disruption restore us to equilibrium.  
 

 
Cleaning Squares, Documentation, 2005 
 

 



#iamnotarobot 
 
Digital Images, Prints and Videos 
2020 
 
 
Tick all squares with  
challenging social commentary  

#iamnotarobot 
 
In a world which had already stepped out of reality and watched the Tik Tok generation grow 
increasingly depressed by an inability to gain enough followers or likes, shipping actuality 
online has provoked such trepidation and further anxiety from lack of control. 
 
“I am in two places at the same time. I have one eye on the world and another glued to a 
screen. I am a child in Leeds, a professional in London. I am an online presence, I am an 
influencer. I seem popular and successful. I appear photogenic, artistic and creative.  

I am pathetic”.  
 
 
 
 
 

#iamnotarobot, Digital Images, (Left: existential doubt, Right: minor inconveniences), 2020 
 
#iamnotarobot seeks to comment on the strange dystopia we find ourselves in, the 
inequalities which run deep and the lack of reality of it all.  

 



In this eerie elitist abyss where we barter ‘likes’ and ‘shares’, treat money like the dirt on our 
hands and place inordinate value on the unimportant, we have forgotten our humanity and 
we have helped to empower the most unscrupulous of machines along the way.  
 
Since 1967 when the advertising industry realised they could stop selling us products and 
instead better versions of ourselves. Consumerism took a rather unscrupulous turn, profiting 
not only from our cash but the planet and of course, our health.  
 
Eventually, dreams came true for brands everywhere who could finally sit back whilst society 
peddled their wares for them, relentlessly. Hours spent getting the right angle and perfecting 
a dictionary of pouts – we began to sell followers the idea that stuff would make you better.  
 
Although online presence had already become a new currency of its own, the absurdity of it 
all became increasingly enigmatic as we find ourselves visible purely from behind a screen.  
 
As we embrace the flippant and make jokes to the outside world from our kitchens to the 
mini-feed. Beyond the walls of our homes there is a stench of fear in the air, a whiff of 
loneliness, and a stinking sadness for those we love, for society and for strangers.  
 
As throwaway as a meme but equally deliberate enough to get lost in, #iamnotarobot seeks 
to highlight the nonsense, determine what makes us human and try to make sense of the 
world’s most impossible questions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#iamnotarobot, Digital Images, (Left: unprecedented absurdity, Right: ill-defined morality), 2020 

 



 
 

Portraits in Variable Resolutions  

 
Digital Images and Prints 
2020 
 
To take a screengrab, we render our subjects motionless. They will not emerge and              
they will not leave: they are anesthetized and fasted down, like butterflies . Both             1

within the still of the frame and beyond the borders of our laptops a death occurs. A                 
moment captured but gone forever and a reality existing outside of the camera’s             
range.  
 

Portraits in Various Resolutions: Slither of Mouth by Jon Siah, 2020 
 
From the Warhol days when everyone could afford a Coke: the queen, the president, the 
homeless man and you, we reflected on consumerism and embraced it as a force for good. 
Nearly a lifetime later, we are beginning to ruminate on those mistakes.  
 
In a desperate bid to ‘keep things normal’ many of us find ourselves propping up the bar in 
the virtual pub on a nearly daily basis. Identities morph into the quality of one’s broadband 
connection and webcam quality.  
 
Friends are now pixelated versions of their once high definition selves. There is dwindling 
evidence that all of them still have legs. Some are beautiful, airbrushed by the blur. Others 
just have black eyes. Many blend into each other and join as Siamese twins.  
 
The photograph renders its figures motionless, the moment – a death in time, a lost moment 
we will never get back. So too exists a death, for beyond the frame, past the edge of the 
screengrab exists a reality we were not privy to. It is a party we are no longer invited to.  

1 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography 

 



 
Portraits in Various Resolutions work seeks to capture moments and memories. To grasp 
lost time by making it immortal. Though it does this through humour it aims to recognise how 
much we miss each other: being able to see and touch and cheers in full definition.  
 
The screen at once, bringing colleagues into your home and keeping friends away from 
reach has taken on new significance. When proximity has become irrelevant and long 
estranged buddies are in closer reach.  
 
Yet despite the melancholic sadness we feel when the frame freezes and we remember that 
we aren’t really there, we recognise our vulnerability, humility, the fortune we have in 
remaining connected and a biting reality that maybe we should be willing to plan for a future 
in lower resolution.  

 

 
Portraits in Various Resolutions: Everyone is a Weak Connection, 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instagram: @thisisamyjackson 
Twitter: @J_Amy_Jackson 
Web: thisisamyjackson.com  
Virtual Gallery: thisisamyjackson.com/virtual-gallery 

 



On The Panel  

 
 
 
Amy Jackson 
Amy Jackson graduated from Ruskin School of Drawing and Fine Art at The University of 
Oxford in 2008. An interdisciplinary conceptual artist with 15 years’ experience blending 
concept, philosophy, science and tools to create immersive experiences in traditional 
galleries and unconventional spaces. Jackson is also well known for her work in the 
Responsible Investment space, which she describes as ‘an important part of her work’. She 
explores issues such as climate change, conflict, consumerism, social media, mental health 
and critically, how these themes are inextricably linked. Experience spans public speaking 
on the environment, responsible investment and group and solo exhibitions. Jackson has 
several exhibitions in 2020 including Cooltzine vol.3 Changes, 50 Shades of Grey and Navy 
and the highly acclaimed Kensington + Chelsea Art Week. 
 
 
Carole Pluckrose 
Carole Pluckrose founded and established The Boathouse CIC with Steve Drury from Rooff 
Ltd in 2014, with the vision to promote and develop engagement in the arts and offer 
incubation opportunities for emerging artists and the curation of exhibitions. Alongside her 
role as Artistic Director of the Boathouse, Carole is an independent writer, director and 
producer. Following a degree in Drama from Exeter University she co-founded Arc Theatre 
in 1984. This created a space to experiment and develop her creative, artistic and 
educational practice. In 1986 she collaborated with Polly Teale (writer) and Julia Bardsley 
(director) to make a solo performance piece, Fallen, for which she won a Fringe First at the 
Edinburgh Festival – the catalyst that kick started her professional life and established the 
company. Carole has a keen interest in training young actors, and also applies these 
valuable performance skills in her public speaking coaching practice for individuals and 
groups. Carole is currently researching and developing her latest theatre piece, Notes from 
Dad’s Room with Ria Knowles.  
 
 
Julie Scrase 
Julie studied alongside Amy at the Ruskin School of Drawing and Fine Art in Oxford, where 
she spent her time writing, drawing and creating odd objects and odder performance which 
she exhibited in Oxford and London. Julie also has an MA in Comparative Literature and 
Critical Theory with a special focus on Beckett, Kristeva and the Myth of Orpheus. She now 
combines a snatched and subterranean engagement in art theory and practice with a career 
in financial research and editorial. Previously at the FT, then consulting for clients such as 
McKinsey, HSBC, and Blackrock, she is currently launching data programmes at one of 
‘Silicon Roundabout’s Fast growth Fintech Unicorns’. She’s interested in collapsing critical 
and corporate thinking, ‘knowledge’ and language – to play with and subvert the B***S in 
both.  

 


